
How to manage a talk 
about “The Future of 
Sourcing” without 
having piles of slides 
about Artificial 
Intelligence, deep 
learning, NLP etc….. 





Global Sourcer, International Lecturer, 
Advanced Sourcing Trainer, Hrtech Evangelist 

Oops, I mean, SOON-TO-BE-OUT-OF-A-JOB sourcer 
In the process of re-inventing myself, as should you if 

you want to generate income in a few years…. 



Disclaimer: 
I am representing my own ideas 
They are as good as anyone else 
talking about the future of 
anything. ALL OF US DON’T 
KNOW. 





Expect the unexpected 
 
 

Like…What Are 
Microsoft and Linkedin 
up to?.... 



 
 
 

Why even 
discuss future  
of anything? 





“…We have learned in our work that one of the most 
powerful means of effecting change is when people can 
directly, tangibly and emotionally experience some of 
the future consequences of their actions today.” 
 
 
 
“… we have the chance to change direction, a chance to 
have our voices heard, a chance to write ourselves into 
a future we want. Other worlds are possible.” 



My post on Recruiters online: 
 

Is there a group or committee 

anywhere bringing the future of 

sourcing / recruiting into life? 

Simulating new processes?  

What can be outcomes we are not 

thinking about beyond the obvious? 

 
We should investigate a range of scenarios! 



Forces to Drive  
Innovation in Recruitment 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Pain 

Technology 

Investors & 
Foudners 

Sourcers & 
Recruiters 

Job seekers 

PAIN 





 
* Profile summary – Quick view 
* How are we connected across all 
   Social Networks in 1-click 
* SMART understanding of future roles 
* Quicker turn-around 

Wish-List 
* Superb quality of search results 
* More filters to search by 
* Precise matching to role & company 
* 360◦ info about potential candidate  
   in 1-click 
* Automation of personalization  
* Comprehensive search in ALL of the  
   internet! 
 
 





Honorary Mention.. 
Recap.work Chrome 
Extension 
A sample of what could 
be… 

















21 min to have high quality results! 











Why I like Arya.. 
 
1.  It searches the ATS, Job boards and the social 
networks 
2.  The candidates it generates already fit into the 
company’s DNA, without being told to do so. 
3.  Scans JD, sources, emails, nurturing campaigns 
based on behavior, tracks) 
 
 
 
 







PocketRecruiter – A partial solution (IMHO) - Seem to be very strong with their 
searches (ATS & Jobboards & internal employee DB) and matching algorithms. 















“Smart 
Chatbots” 
or  
“AI powered 
Chatbots” 



Me: Find me a “pretty senior” candidate with “vast” experience 
in software management  
SC (smart chatbot..): Here’s that candidate, but I also have this 
candidate, who doesn’t comply with all of the criteria, but based 
on what you said about this company in the past, I think he/she 
could be interesting fit for this role. 
A smart recruiting chatbot is a bot that has added value – It 
is INSIGHTFUL. 

Moonshot Thinking about recruiting with  
smart chatbots   

“The Fascinating World of Smart Chatbots and Recruiting” 
by Karen Azulai, published May 15, 2017 
 



What can recruiting smart chatbots do? 

*  They are available 24/7/365 
*  They are available on all platforms 
*  Enable natural language 
*  Save 75%-80% of our time 
*  Enable a HYBRID option – Chatbot + Recruiter 
*  They will be INSIGHTFUL, have an engaging  
    PERSONALITY AND A PLEASANT INTONATION and YES,  
    EMPATHIC    
 



What can 1st generation smart recruiting 
chatbots already do? 

*  Candidate 1st contact email generation based on skills, title and context (rai).  
*  Basic interview scheduling via email (rai).  
*  Knowledge of candidate status / workflow (rai). 
*  Create rich candidate profiles and shortlists candidates (Mya) 
*  Handle large applicant volume (mya) While working with existing ATS 
*  Screening - analysis of candidates’ declared competencies vs. the job description  
     (talkpush) 
*  Immediate response – engage when THEY are most interested 
*  Do phone interviews 
And much more…  



Generation 1 - AI Based Chatbots – Smart Chatbots 









*  I need to find 10 female developers with experience using  
    WordPress, within 10 miles16.1km of Milwaukee.” Or, perhaps,  
*  “What was the most common previous title of a systems engineer at  
    Raytheon?” 
*  Brings INSIGHTS - Like supply and demand, male-female ratio at a  
    company, or the skills available in a metro area. 

















1.  Intake meeting 

2.  Build search strings 

3.  Source many sources    

      with several tools 

4.  Write outreach email  

     (track and follow 

ups) 

5.  Set interview 

6.  Interview 

7.  Summarize and 

forward 

 

Now 



Within 5-10 
years 1.  Intake meeting 

2.  Activate fully 

automated sourcing 

process – Automated 

sourcing/engagement/scr

eening/interviewing 

3.  Review results of 

shortlist, ranking and 

grades 

4.  Forward to recruiter 

anyone above a grade of 

90 





1.Professional 
Manager Is the 

one to activate the 

fully automated 

sourcing process – 

Automated 

sourcing/engageme

nt/screening/intervie

wing/culture-fit 

2. Review results of 

shortlist, ranking and 

grades, meet anyone 

above 90 

3. Forward to HR. 

 
 

Within 
10 Years 



 
 

Many of the HRTech, stand-alone, 
sourcing/engagement/screening/interviewing 

applications today will be integrated within “1-stop 
shop” mega sourcing tools or platforms, either 

purchased or serving as 3rd party white label 
providers. Those will have a mobile presence.  

Sourcing for a candidate will be possible anytime, 
anywhere, with 1 click, from  

As such, I predict sourcing roles will 
completely disappear by 2030.  

 
 
 
 
 

My Vision (only 1 possible path of many..)  



Things to think about !! 
 
1.   The unknown – Future regulations     
      (privacy, security), public opinion  
       etc 
2.  “Algorithms are just computerized  
      opinions” 
3.   Identifying flaws in AI – “Black Box” 
4.   Technological Singularity 
5.   Teaching the systems 
6.    Creation of standards and  
       regulations 



 
 

 
 

Start using advanced sourcing tools 
Adapt or die! Knowledge 

Hire new generation sourcers 
Become an agent of change in your company 

 
GOOD LUCK!  

 
 
 



Feel free to contact me anytime at karen@everythingsourcing.com;  
Whatsapp: +972-54-5791865 

mailto:karen@everythingsourcing.com

